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It has been my good fortune to tar* been apprised of ay next duty
tgmrnnt as ths Badge* Officer, Division of Unserves, Besdqparters Marine
Carp*, shout five aonths prior to the tint I nut assume the duties*
And food fortune It has teen, truly! For five Months I her* Veen
sols from tins to tins to look into snay of ths ratifications sad Implies*
tions of ths Job to he done, ss sa unbiased sad disinterested outsider*
From that attitude, the perspective has been one of dhjsetlvityi I could
perhaps discover areas for laprorensats vhlch the 'old hands" fail to see;
I i!i*7qflifli sale searching questions shout 'M***^ uhlirh they take for granted*
This unique expertsues uill as of value to as, I hope, la at least
tso says* First, X pray X hare absorbed enough knowledge about the duties
larolTsd to be able to psrfoxe than vith excellence* tta other hops is
that X might be able to make valid contributions toward inprovlng ths
present system*
Mors help than ought reasonably to be expected urns given to me by
Captain Janes K. Bolton, the saaunbent budgeter. Be genre his tins sad
knowledge unsslflshTyi Sis ooaasnts sad miiiinaswimlii.t torn are vary nuch
appreciated* It is certain that the Division of Reserves vdll sorely alas
that gentleman*
Dr. A* Sex Johnson also deserves sa expression of gratitude} ha baa
taught as far mors than ha has sasa as demonstrate la oar daily contacts*

Without his subtle proddings, some of vhat I have learned from ay diggings
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There shall he within each of the Armed Forces of the United
States a Ready Reserve, a Standby Reserve, and a Retired Reserve,
and each member of the reserve components shall he placed in one
of these categories .*
Most civilian citizens of the United States are not aware that the
public statutes contain this legislation* Those who do possess an aware-
ness of the existence of such a law attach to it little or no significance.
Bat members of the Armed Forces, and persons close to the Armed Forces, are
acutely aware of Reserves' legislation* It holds great significance for
them, as will be seen in subsequent paragraphs*
The Congress had a specific and valid purpose when it enacted this
legislation:
The Congress hereby declares that the reserve components of
the Armed Forces of the United States are maintained for the pur-
pose of providing trained units and qualified individuals to be
available for active duty in the Armed Forces of the United States
in time of war or national emergency, and at such other times as
the national security may require, to meet the requirements of the
Armed Forces of the United States in excess of those of the Regular
components thereof, during and after the period needed for procure-
ment and training of additional trained units and qualified indi-
viduals to achieve the planned mobilization.2
HJ.S. Congress, Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952* Public Law V76,
82d Congress, 2d Sess., July 9, 1952, Sec. 203; as amended by U.S. Congress,





2Congress' purpose, obviously, was to provide a sound and ready Mobilization
base to expand rapidly the slat aad capabilities of the toned Force* when
Theee are the first considerations of major significance to those in
the regular Military Establishment. Tbey are the custodians of the respon-
sibility for all aspects of obtaining aad Maintaining these reserve forces.
Recruitment, training, and administration are only three of the ssvny facets
of this responsibility. Full-time services of many members of regular estab-
lishaents are neoeasary to perform properly these duties*
But before icssits forces eaa be recruited aad trained, there must be
available funds with which to pay for these activities. This* perhaps, is
the moat significant aspect of all--those regulars who carry the responsi-
bility for recruitment, training, and administration of tensive forces must
also carry the responsibility for spending public funds.
Concern with public funds is a facet of the military's stewardship to
the citizens of the nation which, it often seems, la overlooked or relegated
to a position of minor importance by far too many military members.
First efforts la preparing this thesis, than, ware directed toward
finding justification for the existence of reserve forces is there real wis-
dom In spending public money for them? Where existence can be Justified, it
would seem to follow- that expenses of keeping them ready to fight are Justi-
fied. In the next chapter, the results of the search for Justification of
the Marine Corps Reserve, and the organisation of the components of that re-
serve, are discussed. Organisation and distribution are included because
these two factors determine to a significant degree the rate and cause of
spending.
—»'———immmmm i «i ii i i w i n i i 'i ii ii i 111 ii m m i n wm. n \ m i m i n i n i Ini in i n i i n m i n m m i m i n il i n I
TFor example, at the present time there are approximately kVX) regu-
lar marinas directly involved with recruitment, training, and administration

After the question which asks, nn it wisdom to epead for these
things?" Is ajiswered, another question IsmartUtcly risee to flams iwl attention.
That question la, 'Is the spending dons with wisdom?" Is there, la fact,
"the vise apportionment of resources la a manner to yield the most lasting
k
benefit: " The ability to answer such a question with certainty can be
gotten only by a searching analysis of how the appropriated funds are spent.
Therefore the steps alone the jath of budget formulation and execution in ths
fMSwb fca^ms ^^^^a M^^^ * ws'bs™jb*'bV v ve* —•'^b* v^ web eajai^BWBiim «e» v v^^see* sw^em'StA w^^a %p**- v^i^Bew**%^w *s*a ejesej* MP^ ^••"jb^sfssu^ws^bW
and procedures iJWolvee>-hov the budget Is prepared and executed. But, even
ore, there uas a wish to find out whether or not improvements outfit to be
made. If a need for remedial action was Indicated* the where and what ofiB^BBJBBBW W *»^» BJB •^^^B* BVP • ^BB^»"BIB«^»* ^iV V<BvWP ^^BWBB> •BBBBPB^Wrw^r^B ^B^P^» ^BB^^^^F ^B ^^B^B^BI BB^B^^»^F ^»BB
that Imp.1 "warnsnt have been offered*
Subsequent chapters are devoted to elaasldatlou of how the Reserve
budget Is prepared currently. Weak spots are hlghli£ftted, sad remedies are
suggested. The final leylamenting phase oxecuUon~~la discussal also,
again with emphasis on weaknesses and possibly remedies*
It is gratifying to realise that a little Known researcher might be
responsible for Instituting profitable changes at Headquarters Marine Corps.
It is extremely naive to believe that that same researcher could hope to
in the offices of the various service secretaries. These two realisations
pointed toward a need for "ground rules" for this project.
This paper Is Intended to study the Marine Corps, sad the Marine
Corps Reserve, specifically. For that reason, any ludiommendsd Improvements
k
Budget as am Aid to Maiaigsmoat. A Report Prepared by the Policy*
headers Service Bureau, Group Insurance Division, Metropolitan Life Insur-
ance Company (flew York, 195^), p. 2.

are actions which can be taken by the Murine Corps tinder its present
authority to act in such natters. Discussions of budget formulation and
execution here are concerned vith machinations within the confines of the
Marine Corps. So there is little or no mention made of the course of the
Marine Corps budget through the levels above the Commandant of the Marine
Corps. Ibis is, plainly, an assumption by the writer that all readers
possess an awareness of the budget process in the United States*

CHAFER II
381 MARXHE CORPS HB3JEHVS
why the awtrw .'
airing the years following World War H, the Marine Corp* nade every
effort to create and eaintaln a strong Organised around Reserve. 3he Corps
desired a strong and Militarily proficient reserve, reartny available for
Marias Corps wanted to be rsady vita the mstImiib possible number of trained
and available reservists for rapid integration into the depleted regular
establisAaant*
Ofcia need was not long forthcoedag. On 25 Jans 195Q# the north
Korean Aasy invaded South Korea; the United States eoanltted troops to
intervene. During July, CSeneral MaeArthur had 'repeatedly requested a war-
strength sarins division with appropriate air support for esployoent in
2
Korea." Marine planners were drawn aore and more toward a single basic
conclusion—if MaeArthur*s request wars granted, "the Marine Corps Bnserve
m
k
would have to bs aobiliaed at oace."^ fhe step was authorised by the
President and the die was east.
Hrnest H. Ouisti, The Mobilisation of the Marine Corps Beserve in
the Korean Conflict» Historical section, 0-3, Headquarters u. S. Marine
Corps (Washington, D.C.: S. S. Marina Corps, 1932), p. nx»l.
aiaid., p. xi-3.
^Iyan Montrose and Haaolas A. Caasona, U. C Marias Operations in
Korea, Vol. It The Pusaa Periaeter (Washington, Q.C.: Historical Branch,*
0-3, headquarters, U. S. Marine Corps, 195*1* P» 58.
h
Shis authorisation, with congressional enaction, was granted on
July 19, 1950* (Quisti, op. alt., p. H-2).
5

IOxters to Organised Reserve units vsrs being issued at establish**
Intervals!
Os 22 July 25 salts vers ordered to astir* duty* oa 2* July,
23 saitsf oa 25 July, l£ units; on 26 July 13 units; oa 27 July*
6 unite; . . . In all, orders vsrs lesued to 138 separate units
vita a combined 90 June strength of i860 officers sad 31,6*6 en-
listed, or a total strength of 3j,528. Ten days before the last
ismslnfiig organised Ground unit vas ordered to active duty oa
10 August, the first ordered units began flowing into camp.?
It is pertinent to point out that this complete mobilisation of the
ground reserve vas effected la a period of 53 days (20 July-11 September) sad
sa 19 September, 'approximately 5800 organised reservists vers playing, or
vers about to play, aa Important role la the victorious Xnehoa*-6eoul opera*
A
as part of the 1st Marias Division and the 1st Marine Aircraft wing,
Experience is aa excellent instructor. Many lessons have been
learned from the Korean conflict* Bat there is no preempt more valuable to
the Marine Corps than the one prescribing the vital lauportanoo of a large,
rsanl'ly available, high qtaality reserve* The Comemndant of the Marias
Corps, General David M. 3houp, gave reassurance that this lesson has been
learned veil when he testified before the Bouse of TUmia afliitstlvsa Oubccav*
mittee oa Defense Appropriations, la January I960: ", • . ve have Beady
Beservesi our plan calls for *$,000 Beady Reserves, ready to go. They are
the best X have ever seen. «Ehey arm ready to take their places, I feel.
vita our combat unite.'7
'ibid., p. XXX-&*
Tbld., p. rn-*.
^UJ5., Congress, souse, Subcommittee of the Committee oa Appropria-
tions, Bearings, Department of Defense Appropriations, lg6l, 86th Cong.,
2d Sess,, I960, p. 176.

There Is no evidence to Indicate that future faatea, be they con-
ventional or nuclear, viU not require rapid expansion of the regular fight-
ins forces. In fact, the need for such backup is highlighted alaost daily
in the arena of International relations and tensions created by these rela-
tions. Hor is there evidence of any military nan or politician of stature
questioning the need for reserves. There is a national desire to avoid the
burden of supporting large standing forces; the void thus created is filled
as needed by reserve components
.
It is evident that it is wisdom to naalntain such forces I
Where are the Reserves ?
The reasons for spending funds, the quantity of such spending, and
the rate of spending by reserve forces are all influenced to no slight
degree by the geographic distribution of the reserve forces units. While
Marine Reserve units are widely scattered, administration of these units is
rooted at Headquarters, U.>. Marine Corps. The following paragraphs will
lay out the aspects of organization and distribution which are pertinent to
fiscal management of the Marine Corps Reserve.
The Organized Marine Corps Reserve currently consists of 315 major
units located in all regions of the United States, except Alaska. To pro-
vide a membership large enough to justify the expense of forming and main-
taining reserve units—battalions, companies, or batteries—units are sited
8
Interview with the Director, Division of Reserves, Headquarters,
U.S. Marine Corps, March 13, 1961.
a
'The reserve forces consist of Organized Ground Reserve, Organized
Aviation Reserve, and Volunteer Reserves. For purposes of this study, how-
ever, the term Marine Corps Reserves is meant to refer only to the Organized
Reserves*

In or near major urban areas. In fact, the wore densely populated cities
usually have two or more units located nearby; they operate on a "control-
ling" unit and "satellite" unit basis.
Inspector- Instructor staffs are found at each unit. These staffs
are comprised of regular marines, for the most part. Their task is to
recruit reservists, carry out training directives from higher authority,
perform administrative functions, and provide counsel and assistance.
Bach of these units is a member of a Marine Corps Reserve and
Bscruitment District. Seven Reserve and Recruitment Districts have been
formed by a geographical division of the United States. Figure 1 Is a
graphic presentation of this division into districts.
Sach Reserve and Recruitment District is commanded by a District
Director. Thus, for financial management, each of the 315 units falls
under the control of the Director of the particular Reserve and Recruitment
District in which the unit is located.
District Directors are under the direct command of the Commandant
of the Marine Corps. Acting as the Orawaandant's cognizant staff officer
for Marine Corps Reserve functions and operations is the Director, Marine
Corps Reserve.
m brief, the Marine Corps Reserve organizational pattern can be
best described as 'decentralized operations, centrally controlled."
The Director of each Reserve and Recruitment District holds two
types of financial responsibility. These are expressed in official
language:
10
Interview with the Head, Manpower Section, Division of Reserves,
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a. Command responsibility—that type of financial respon-
sibility paralleling the other responsibilities of a cosaaander,
giving him the responsibility for the control and administration
of funds allocated to perform the missions assigned to his
b. Legal responsibility—that responsibility not to over-
ccsatltj overobligate, or overexpend appropriated funds placed
by • • * on a comoander vho Is the recipient of an allotment
or suballotment of appropriated funds.li
District Directors receive allotments and suballotments; they have
and legal financial responsibilities. Bach District has a staff
officer assigned to perform the fiscal function for the Director; these may
be his primary duties, or they may be assigned as collateral duties* There
is no established table of organization billet for such a staff officer in
12
the Marine Corps Deserve, except at Headquarters Marine Corps.
What do Reserves do during peacetime?
The mission of the Marine Corps Reserve is "to provide trained v*p-
-13
sonnel for duty with the Marine Corps in war or in a national emergency. **
To fulfil that mission, marine reservists participate In drill periods-
training periods—throughout the year. In many instances, field problems
Involving two or more units are engaged in. Travel and time are involved
in all training periods—this time and travel must be paid for*
Selected officers and enlisted men are assigned to professional or
occupational field training, to service schools, to technical training, and
to refresher training. Further, assignments to staff billets concerned
"^J.S., Department of the Savy, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps,
Marine Corps CoBcanders and Financial Management, RAVMC 1093-FD(flev.),
(lo June 1950), p. 3*
12
One officer, trained in financial management, is assigned as
Budget Officer, Logistics Section, Division of Reserves, BqttC.
-jpublic Lav 476, op. cit., Sec. 201.

11
with Fleet Marine Force exercisea are utilised. Here, again, tins and
travel expenses are incurred and most be paid for.
All Organised Reserve unit members in a forty-eight Drill Fay
Status (a Member paid for each drill attended up to forty-eight per year)
oust undergo annual active duty training for a period of seventeen days or
Ik
less. To meet this legal requirement, the Ccanandant assigns each of the
Organized Reserve unite to Annual Field Training at one of about sixteen
military installations throughout the United States. Figure 2 is a list
of the most used training sites.
Assignments of individual units to specific "bases are made on the
basis of suitability for the training required for various units. Continual
increases in the level of training to be obtained is the criterion for this
suitability. The fiscal consequences of these assignments are not difficult
to see; considerable long distance travel by many reservists is required,
and considerable expanse is Incurred by the bases which must host these
many reservists.
AH this training is aimed toward satisfying the Marine Corps re-
quirement to meet Initial Fleet Marine Force mobilization requirements from
the Organised Reserve. With veil planned training, realistically conducted,
"the Organised Marine Corps fteserve will be in the best condition of readi-
ness for service in mobilization or national Snergency [sic] in Its
history."^
The nation has great need for the reawvt forces for specific tasks.
Xf it is worthwhile to have these forces, certainly it is worthwhile to have
^Ibid., Sections 206 and 233(a).
'Brig. General V* T. Fairbourn, before the Department of Defense
Subcommittee of the Bouse Committee on Appropriations on the Ft 196?
"Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps" budget request.
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1. Marine Corps Schools, uantico, Virginia.
2. Marine Corps Base, Onqp Lejeune, Horth Carolina.
3* Tanrtlng force Training Unit, Atlantic, Little Creek, Virginia.
4. Murine Corps flecruit Depot, Parris Island, South Carolina.
5- Murine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, Horth Carolina.
6. Murine Corps Base, Cexs> Pendleton, California.
7. landing Force Training Unit, Pacific, Coronado, California.
6« Marine Corps Base, Twenty Sine Palaw, California.
9* Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San Diego, California.
10. Marine Corps Cold Heather Training Center, Bridgeport, California.
U. U. S. flaval Base, Bremerton, Washington.
12. U. 3. fisval AsHunition Depot, Hawthorne, Nevada.
13* U. S. Seval Auraxnition Depot, McAlestor, Oklahoma.
1^. Marine Corps Supply Center, Albany, Georgia,
15* Marine Corps Supply Center, Barstow, California.
16. Marine Corps Air Station, Kaneohe, Hawaii.*
The 27th Rifle Company, Pearl Harbor, is the only Organised Reserve
Unit which utilizes Kaneohe.
Fig. 2—Sites Most Used for Marine Beserve Training

13
them prepared to perform their tasks with great expertise. From this point,
the fiscal implications—-the budgetary considerations and procedures—for






Brigadier General Fairboura, the Director of the Marine Corps
fleaerve, testified:
The appropriation "Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps" covers
the pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence, travel and related
expenses for Marine Corps reservists performing active duty
for training and attending scheduled drills, and for reserve
officer candidates undergoing summer training*
The $25 Billion requested in this budget for fiscal year
1961 will support a drill-pay end strength of 41,784 officers
and men . . . and will permit 2661 Reserve officer candidates
to enter training* -^
Several days later, this testimony was heard on the "hill":
The "Operations and maintenance" budget estimate is our
plan for meeting the Marine Corps objective of combat readi-
ness, readiness to undertake combat missions now. "Opera-
tions and maintenance" buys immediate readiness* It is our
ability to fight now*
Our Marine Corps Reserve training program Is funded under
this appropriation* It will support the maintenance and opera-
tion of training centers and the operational costs of training.
The "Operations and maintenance'1 budget estimate for fiscal year
1961 contained an estimate of $4*33 million for Marine Corps Reserve
"U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee of the Coiaaittee on Appro-
priations, Hearings. Department of Defense Appropriations for 1961, 66th
Cong., 2d Sess*, 190O, pp. 47S-479.
2




training. These two appropriation*, "Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps"
and "Operations and maintenance, Marine Corps," provide for alaost all of
the funds required to support the Marias Corps Reserve programs.
It is a natural reaction to ask immediately, How do they know they
sad that such money for that purpose?'' The answer to such a question would
be an exposition of the heart of biidgetlng~foramlatlon* Foranlstlon appears
to be a sort of usMlical to budgeting without great strength there, a
budget cannot survive sueneeding phases*
In this chapter the highly iaportant prooedures and considerations
aaployed by planners to arrive at the amounts requested froa Congress are
Budget Philosophies
Many philosophies of budgeting—of that it is sad how it is develop-
ed—are extant these days. Mechanics of budgeting vary from industry type
to industry type, and between industry, in general, and govcrnvetrt. But
there are aaay coamoa budget paraaaters in all of these enterprises* It is
appropriate to consider some ideas concerning what a budget is and how it is
aade which have been expressed by persons whose business is budgeting*
C* V* Piatt has written, "A budget is a plan* This is its aost
5
outstanding feature*'
Another author la the field is convinced that " • • • planning is the
6
essential elidnwnt of real budgeting*"
^Ibid ** P. 769*
Silaor aaounts are provided by the Marine Corps Reserve (around)
portion of "Military Construction, ilaval Reserve Forces."
5C* V* Piatt, "Budgetary Control," Aaorican Oaa journal* October 7,
19»» P. 32T. =
^ —
T>* R* Anderson, Practical Coctrollerehip (Chicago, 111*: Richard
D* Irwin, incorporated, 1^7), p* 8.

16
A look further Into this subject leads to the discovery of more
detailed aad sophisticated perspectives. It has been said, for example,
that a budget is the expression of the philosophy of management—what its
aims and Ideals are, and what paths to attainment are to be used. Prepar-
ed by operators, who oust live up to the objectives, the budget cannot
avoid reflecting philosophies* The first step in planning is to determine
the goals. Long-term plans to meet these goals aust be wade, then the
7budget to cover the Inawilate period ahead can be prepared.
James L. reirce has published some highly sophisticated views con-
cerning budgeting. One particularly notable contribution to understanding
the process can be paraphrased here, whereby he said that the rules that
budgeters are concerned with are those which establish working understand-
ing between individuals, ifc© most enlightened relationship yet devised is
this: Management explains the Job to be done; subordinates plan it, with
management guidance, an4 when management has approved the plan, both agree
upon a budget to guide the subordinate. Sw starting point for sound
budget practice is the placing of responsibility, for making the budget*
Peirce*8 views also include these observations;
3fce budget should reflect a plan free from excess costs,
trimmed to the point where to abide by it and turn out the
work requires all concerned to be performing at a creditable
standard.'
'r. £. Hambrook, "2op Management and the Budget," Business Budget-
ing, December, 1959. pp. 15-21.
o





Another budgeter In the private sector of the economy feels that
budgeting can be an important motivating force.'" In order to be posi-
tive motivating forces, Wheeler explained, budgets must specify attainable
goals and means. Unrealistic and unduly restrictive budgets are negative
forces.
Ihen there are educators who advance theories and philosophies of
budgeting. Some pertinent ones were expressed by Cathryn Seckler-Bndson of
American University several years ago. She general theme she expressed vas
that budgeting requires decision-making by ell those involved in the process.
Areas in which decisions must be made include, among others, these three:
1. What are the needs, and their relative merits?
2. Which of these needs are to be included in the budget?
3. Bow much money and other resources shall be allocated
to each program?*'*
Mauley Howe Jones contributed his support to these statements by
others when he wrote:
Budgets are essentially tools for planning and imple-
menting plans. • • • The operating budget is a summary
of future plans, cast in terms of dollars .13
The Comptroller of the Havy in i960, F. A* Bants, was responsible
for publishing a brochure to bring about a better understanding of the
John T. Wheeler, "Is There Any Such Animal?" Business Budgeting,
January, 19!$» P* IB.
^Ibid .
12
Cathryn Seckler-Budaon, "Performance Budgeting In Government,"
Advanced Management, March, 1953> passim.
^Manley uowe Jones, Executive Decision Making (Bomewood, 111.:
Richard D. Irwin, Incorporated, 1957) t P* 2^2 -
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budget process In the Mary. In that publication the Navy concept of a
budget ems expreesedt
• • . the Navy budget la a planning and control lnatru-
nant vhich aata forth In terms of dollara the annual vork
plan" of the Department*1*
Budget formulation In the Divialoa of Reeervee vtll 1m aerotlnliad
la subsequent paragrapha. Bat before thara can be real understanding of
budgeting In that activity, the budget concepte vhich prevail there swat
be known. The Division of Reserve concept of budgeting Is this:
A budget Is a Management tool for determining future
requirement* vhich are translated into cost estiaatea •
When properly used, budgets are multi-purpose tools because
they improve planning, command, communications, coordina-
tion, sad control* Budgeting requires accurate forecasting
of the requirements necessary for accomplishing future ob-
jectives, • • t Thus, the Director • * # requires appraisals
of tins requirements and careful preparation of budget
estimates • • • •"
• • •
It Is obvious that there is great similarity between the perspec-
tive here and those cited from several other aourcee—a budget la a
financial plan reflecting goals to be attained*
Budget formulation, then, la a process vhereby primary goals and
subgoals vhich contribute are eetablished} then costs of attaining these
goals are estimated*
U.S., Department of the Havy, Office of the CooptrolLer, The
Budget Process la Kavy, JBWKXOS P-225* (June, 1^60), p* 1-10*
*D*S*, Department of the ifovy, United States Marine Corps* Budget




From this point, then, on to the establishment of goals and cost
estimates in the Division of Beserves.
Pormulation C/cle; Operations
and Maintenance Estimate
The two appropriations for vhich the Director of Reserves is respon-
sible—"Operations and Maintenance, Marine Corps," and "Reserve Personnel,
Marine Corps"—pro-ride almost all of the funds used by the Marine Corps
aaserve. Formulation of budget requests for these two appropriations la
included in this discussion*
Strength guidance is the keystone of all reserve budgeting. In
theory, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower) Issues strength guid-
ance for the budget year in planning, in Sovember or December—that is,
about eighteen months before the planned funds are to be spent. "Since
Issuance of strength guidance never happens until the following May, at
least in my tenure, ve create our own guidance.'1 '
During December and January, the assigned strength ceilings are
translated into the more detailed plans of "Marine Corps Annual Program
18
Objectives which delineate the training programs, school and special
tours, and jquipment and facilities objectives for the budget year. Simul-
taneously, the final phase of field budget guidance is prepared for
16
Oils is considered by many in the budget business In the Marine
Corps to be a significant weakness--firm plans cannot be made today for
fighting wars two years hence. There are too many rapidly changing vari-
ables. Correction of this deficiency is a federal budget process problem-
it is above the Marine Corps level.
'interview with Captain James H. Bolton, USMC, Budget Officer,
Division of Reserves, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, April 6, 19&L.
18
Prepared in conference by the general and special staffs of the




issuance to all Marine Corps Ctoamenda. field budget guidance is intended
to be a guide for Marine Corps rownanrte to use in preparing their portions
or the "Operations and Maintenance, Marine Corps" budget estimates. District
Directors and commanding officers of training sites, not categorised as
"his—mil" but anticipated to be used for reserve training, also receive
this field budget guidance to assist in their planning to fulfil whatever
mission is assigned*
Field budget guidance, usually issued in February, is in the font
of a Ooauandant's letter. It is classified 33CK2T, thus excerpts from it
cannot be published here* However, the tenor of some guidance can be
cited. One case in point concerns reserve personnel* Planned end
strengths for the fiscal year being planned, and the succeeding fiscal year,
are given. If gains or decreases are indicated, the source and recipients
of such changes are listed.
Another ease in point concerns the types and numbers of organized
units. A detailed breakdown of the number of units, by types, programmed
for the year being considered, is given; the number planned for the subse-
21
quent year likewise is given.
Tba Conwandant's guidance also contains cautions and aids to setting
goals and budgeting:
19
^Marine Corps Schools, Quantleo, Virginia; Fleet Marine Force,
Atlantic; Fleet Marine Force, Pacific; Marine Corps Bases, Camp Lejeune,
9* C, and Camp Pendleton, Calif.; Marine Corps Supply Centers, Barstov,
Calif, and Albany, Ga., are examples of what is meant by Marine Corps
(Marine Corps Order $50.2A, 17 January 1953).
^I'oints are paraphrased from CMC Ltr «M326l of 10 Feb. 1961,




The basic objective is to maintain Marine Corps Deserve
ItclUUea in an economical manner that will protect the
Government ' s Investment • • • •
In order to realize tola objective, budgetary require-
menta for major repair, minor construction, operations, and
Maintenance oust be kept under continuing surveillance. It
is imperative that requests for subordinate units be care-
fully and critically evaluated by the Directors, ... to
ensure that the projects and amounts requested are essential
for the accomplishment of the objective.
The degree of maintenance, repair, alteration, and reha-
bilitation shall be governed by known foreseeable usage.22
This is a trio of Many such instructions, aids, and cautions pub-
lished as guidance by the Coavandant.
Concurrent vith field budget guidance preparation at Headquarters,
in the Division of Deserves, strengths, training programs, and schools and
special tours objectives for the budget year are translated into monthly
load data for Becruit Depots and Annual Field Training sites* Once the
simple strength ceilings*—the keystone—have been translated into detailed
plans, all District Directors and training site commanders can be informed
of what is expected of them; they, in turn, can estimate the costs of meet-
ing these expectations*
All of these costs become a part of Activity h (Murine Corps Deserve
Training) portion of the "operations and maintenance" budget estimate*
Activity k is farther subdivided into Accounting Projects. Number 72 is
Operation and Maintenance (MCR) Ground; number 73, Station Major Bepair and




^Budget Manual jjeedquartera Marine Corps, op. cit*, App. 11, p. 6.

22
Field "operations and maintenance" budget submissions are received
at the Division of Reserve from participating field activities by the end
of April. All such submissions (pertaining to Activity k) are made on the
form: "Annual Estimate for Operation and Maintenance of Reserve Districts,
Stations, and Units, (NAVMC 10252-FD)." Figure 3 shows this form. It
appears comprehensive, yet relatively simple to complete and use. Field
guidance, as has been noted, includes aids to estimating for the listed
items on this form.
During May, all "Activity k" estimates are consolidated and evaluated
by the Division of Reserve. It is important to note that at this stage no
2k
changes are made in field estimates. At the same time, work is begun to
prepare that part of the "operations and maintenance" budget which is
created within Headquarters.
What portion of the "operations and maintenance" budget is created
at Headquarters? All training aids to be used by the reserves are included
at this point. Reserves must be recruited, and only Headquarters can visual-
ize the scope of this endeavor. Certain aspects of administration are
centrally processed at Headquarters. Reserve pay, for example, is controlled
25here entirely. As a final example, services paid centrally are included. "
The manpower guidance from higher officers, scheduled for arrival
in December, usually arrive* in May. "It is at variance with that which was
,pipedreamed , by local planners in December. So there is frantic reworking
26
of detailed plans which have been in the making for loJ these many months."
2k
Bolton, interview, op. cit .
25yA startling example of "services paid centrally" is postage. Ihe
Marine Corps pays a set annual rate to the Post Office Department for all
Marine Corps Reserve postage. (Bolton, interview, op. cit )
.
Bolton, interview, op. cit .

ANNUAL ESTIMATES FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
OF RESERVE DISTRI CTS, STATIONS AND UNITS
navhc 102^0. (Kv.V^A.
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PLANT PROPERTY ACQUISITION (CLASS 3) 41300
ANDMAINTENANCE OF STATION PROPERTY (MINOR 44075- 1 142/44846-876
^OPERATION OF AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT 46075
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION 45080-90
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While there la not agreement, the "pipedroams" seem to have been remarkably
clairvoyant—the reworking is not aa frantic aa the interriev indicated.
Changes in field estimates are made necessary at this point. All
such changea are made at Headquarters—the estimates are not returned to the
field for revision. In fact, after initial receipt and evaluation, field
estimates become a Headquarters estimate in all future processing.
Upon completion of rework, the Activity k estimate is ready to be
sent to the Fiscal Director for inclusion in the Marine Corps "operations
and maintenance" estimate.
Thus far no mention has been made of the appropriation "Reserve
Personnel, Marine Corps." This apparent lack of attention is due to the fact
that no detailed "pricing-out" of this appropriation has been performed prior
to the receipt of the manpower guidance from the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower). But it is now May, and that guidance has arrived!
Formulation Cycle: Reserve
Personnel Estimate
While no detailed 'pricing-out" has been done on this appropriation
estimate prior to May* a few preliminary steps have been taken. Average
costs, by rank, for every kind of reserve active duty tour have been calcu-
lated. As a consequence, the Division of Reserve budgeter has the average
cost of sending the average rwt^rve (of each rank) to the average training
27
site. This average cost includes travel and related expenses only-~pay,
allowances, subsistence, and like items are not variables at this point.
^A study to solve the problem of estimating travel expenses for
annual reserve training tours recommended a system for computing average cost
per average rank per average tour. It is in use in the Division of Reserve
currently. (James H. Bolton, "A Study of a Marine Corps Reserve Financial
Management Problem," [unpublished Master's dissertation, Ravy Graduate
ComptroHership Program, The George Washington University, 1959 3 > passim.)
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Average drill attendance, by rank, can be estimated, thus pay and
», by rank, for drill attendance can ba estimated*
It is a relatively simple task to price-out these details of the
manpower guidance to ba included la the "Reserve mraoanal, Marina Corps'*
budget estimate*
The Fiscal Diraotor Issues a call throughout Heedquarters for
•fees gr* w*^gsime* • ^p*»m»s <*vearns Mr** wpwe^pee»snai ^a ^esseae* ^e&e^Msmneep ahse* ^pjbksam Ta^w'^a ^F^a*wn»e w^a^'assa ^*re» jwawww* aiwuw
28
dataila ara known to all concerned*
Manpower Section, Division of Reserves, determine* tha number of
each rank expected to ba carried la a pay status during tha year, and so
infoxas tha Division of Reserves* From tha training ©action, details of
sites +*A durations of training tours ara obtained* lbs Logistics Section
provides details of subsistence* clothing* and such*
Multiplication of nuabers of units tines unit costs produces sub*
totals for each object class in the "reserve personnel'' budget* Footing
subtotals results in the over-all estimated budget figure.
It appears, on tha surface, that this is not overly complicated*
With average strengths and training locations established, only the matters*
not the complexity, of ^'^uf^wtf*mw are great* So jkibmimiI ffstlo^a to ay^H
from the field activities are required! time is of less urgency in this
appropriation than in others* Such variables as weather, fires, riots, and
the like* which greatly affect objects in the 'operations and maintenance' 1
budget, nave little or no offset upon the personnel strengths* In short,
^a**^*' a ^ee^^sfa v ^> s#esa» ^rv^aaa^^a *a "waflw w w^aw *s*aaa^*w w^^p •eirar^eiaWMS' ^s**y se^p ^*> *a w mus*eev ^•aa- •(^^^e* s **^*iea*wpi
high level strength guidance is at hand*
Budget Manual Headquarters Marine Corps* op* sit*, passim*
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Truly, this is surface appearance. There are serious obstacles
to accurate estimates lying beneath that thin surface. The foremost diffi-
culty lies in the determination of unit costs for drill attendance, active
duty training, and related objects, numbers of units times unit costs equals
aggregates, certainly. But this is a case of estimated numbers of units be-
ing multiplied by estimated unit costs. Then how valid are the resulting
aggregates for use in planning?
Take, for example, pay and allowances for a sergeant attending
weekly drills. How much longevity does he rateV How many dependents has
he? How many drills will he attend during the year? Only guess work can
answer these questions. Average figures for each rank can be obtained from
historical data, of course. But there is no way to predict drill attendance
in the future, e.g., will long-longevity sergeants with no dependents attend
more frequently than short-longevity sergeants with several dependents? The
scope of this quandry has even more Impact when it is remembered that there
are nine enlisted pay grades and about ten officer pay grades in the rank
structure.
Look at the travel picture for another problem area. All paid-status
reserves will attend summer training. Some will go by train or plane, as a
group, or individually] some will travel by privately owned conveyance. But
how many will go by each of these modes of travel? And to complicate the prob-
lem further, it must be remembered that this planning is anticipating by
fifteen to eighteen months the actual performance of such travel. At this
stage, assignments to training sites anticipated that far into the future are
entirely tentative, and undergo numerous changes before actual travel is
accomplished. The Division of Reserve budgeter does not know with even a




Historical data concerning drill attendance and annual field train-
ing ara valuable, of course. But considerable discretion about active
participation in drills and training is at the option of the individual
reservist. Trying to anticipate the breadth and depth of the exercise of
**5,000 individual options is like trying to gauge wind direction and velocity
by shoving a finger into the air.
Ibis is a potential source of considerable inaccuracy in formulating
the "personnel' estimates. It is felt that the solution to a problem with
as many variables as are inherent in this one, requires use of an electronic
computer. Memory cells can be loaded with a substantial quantity of infor-
mation about each reservist. Saen, theoretically, if appropriate data on
all ready reservists are fed Into the computer, proper programming will
accurately create, by 100$ sampling, these estimates:
1. Average costs for any kind of tour, including drill
periods.
2. Bank structures, past, present, future, and pro-
jected, for any kind of tour, including drill
periods.
With the passage of time—a year, for example—sufficient data from
personnel reporting will have been stored In the computer to establish
usable historical data. Sow the computer will easily generate gross budget
estimates. Adoption of a computer system to generate the 'personnel" esti-
mate (and the "operations and maintenance" estimate, for that matter) Is
entirely within the prerogatives of the Coaimwdant.
29
In fact, there is a large data processing and computer system
presently installed and operation at Headquarters Marine Corps. It has the
capacity and the capability for performing this task of budget estimation.

But back to the formulation cycle. It is May, *&& the Fiscal
Director bee celled for budget estimates to be Incorporated Into the Marine
Oorpe budget estimate. The "reserve personnel" estimate, for better or
worse, Is ready to be Included In the over-all budget.
Formulation Cycle: Marine Corpe
Budget Estimate
In June, the Commandant holds a reviev of the budget. This review
serves to acquaint him with the estimate details, to obtain his decision as
to the request to be submitted by the Marine Corps, and gives staff agencies
the opportunity to became acquainted with all of the Marine Corps budget
30
plans for the fiscal year in planning.
Only the unrealistic would expect the "initial" budget to escape
'41
unscathed from this reviev. Many pet projects and "letters to Santa' are
eliminated at this stage. A natural consequence of eliminations is a
rework process.
The Comptroller of the Havy receives the Marine Corps budget esti-
32
mate in July. Again it is reviewed and 'marked-up." The initial budget
and the "mark-up" copy are channeled through the Chief of Baval Operations
Advisory Board to the Secretary of the Navy for final review and decision.
In most years, reworking is necessary following the Secretary's decision.
At this point in the cycle, the Marine Corps budget is made a part
of the budget for the Department of the flavy. Daring August and September,
30
Budget Manual Headquarters Marine Corps , op. cit., p. 2-3.
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^Interview with officers in the Logistics Section, Division of
Reserve, Headquarters Marine Corps, 15 March 1961.
^Facetiously referred to in some Marine Corps circles as, "the
only case in the Department el Defense where one service submits a budget




this Havy budget Is submitted to the Office of the Secretary of Defense
for reriev ani mark-up, thence to its final destination.
Congress gets the Defense Department budget in January. The follow-
ing aonths are occupied with testimony before Senate and House Committee
hearings* The oil atnation of the labors of the preceding eighteen months is






Budget execution, generally speaking, is the final or implementing
phase of the budget process. It Is ij^lementntion of the bullet as finally
approved and funded by the Congress*




states Smithies, "but . # . the distinction between formulation end execu*
i
tion should not be too sharply drown." Sharp separation of the two phases
would result la inability to amend after formal legislation has been passed}
2
progress *wwfld sot be adapted to nhsngf ivj or unforeseen needs*
Plans, or goals, vers established and then fitted with financial
measurements during the formulation phase* Budget execution is concerned
with the accomplishment of those plans or goals* "It is the process to
achieve the aost economical and efficient use of funds in carrying out
progiaas for which appropriations are made by the congress*"^
The process of budget execution is complex, involving limitations
and controls imposed by Congress, the Bureau of the Budget, the Office of
the Secretary of Defense, the General Accounting Office, and other govern*
sent agencies*
Book Company, Inc., 1955), p* 1A8*(Hew York: McGrav Hill
%he Budget Process in Bavy, op. clt ., p. 6*3*

>1
Fundsnentally, it is said, "the purpose of budgetary control is to
find the aost profitable course on which to travel and, secondly, to assist
aanageaent in I'snatnlng on this course.*1 Amplification of the discussion
of budgetary control csjss fro* Burkheed when he cautioned, % • « current
control must be a teaperate one so that manageaent prerogatives rusy be
•MM*.-'
Controls inherent in budget execution are oanifested fundanentally
through the apportioaesnt process, the allocation process, and financial
plans. Essentially, then, controls consist of adainistration of the planned
progress and accounting of funds related to such administration.
Understanding of budgetary controls is aede easier if it is resissv-
bered that appropriations are not aandates to spend—they are authorisations
which oust not be exceeded*
In order to coordinate the staff action necessary in the execution
of Marine Corps appropriations, a single staff officer has been designated
as "Appropriation Sponsor" for each appropriation, The Director, Division
of Reserve, has been designated as the sponsor for "Unserve Personnel,
-7
Marine Corps." Bis duties are to:
1. Assist in the fornulation of the Coaaandant's
financial plan.
J. Brooks Heekert and J* D. willson, Business Budgeting and Control
(Bow York: Boaald Frees, 1955)* P* 3*
Jesse Burkhead, Qovernaent Budgeting (Hew Xork: John Wiley end
Sons, Inc., 1956) t 9* 3*&«
Tbm Budget Process in Msvy, opi cit .
'Budget Manual Headquarters Marine Corps, op. cit., p. 2-2.

2* Monitor execution of the Coamaadant's financial
plan*6
At the Mae Use, the Director of the Division of Reserve le a
Project Sponsor for the Reserve Training portion of the "operation and
aaintenance'' appropriation, Ae such, he . nuismiiiids amounts and employment
of funds eo at to accomplish this program* That is, he aaeiets the G-*
in carrying out the above duties pertaining to the "operation and aainten-
ance" appropriation*
On June 16, 1$&), the following paragraphs were published:
The following suns are appropriated • • • • For pay, allow-
ances, clothing, subsistence, gratuities, travel, and related
sapensss for personnel of the Marine Corps Reserve and the
(reserve officer candidates) . . . as authorised by lav, $2*t*8
million . . . .*0
For expenses, necessary for the operation and maintenance
of the Marine Corps, including equipment and facilities; » • • |Jk
training and education of regular and reserve personnel • • • •
Thus cosmeneed congressional action on appropriations for use by the
"Defease Department* Congressional action culminates with passage of a
Defense Department appropriation act each year* Before this wt can become
a lav, of course, the President must sign lt« But signing of the appropria-
tion act by the President does not make the money available for use




U*S., Congress, Bouse, An Act Making Appropriations for the Depart-
ment of Defense for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30 . 1961, both Cong. , 2d




This administrative authority la known as the apportionment. The
Commandant secures an apportionment toy making a request to the Bureau of the
Budget. This requeet la baaed on the approved plana and programs upon which
the appropriation was granted; it la for the whole year, In amounts such aa
will support the requirements of each fiscal quarter.
Here is how the request for apportionment la developed. In May,
just preceding the beginning of the coming fiscal year, a short-cycle rework
of the budget la made at Headquarters Marine Corps In aa attempt to match
12
programs to the funds Congress is likely to approve. Aa soon aa the House
13BUI is published, the Fiscal Director issues instructions to the staff
for the necessary financial data on which to formulate the Commandant's
apportionment request. Documents generated from these data show quarterly
distribution of funds, subdivided Into budget activities, to Indicate amounts
proposed for obligation by budget activities and by fiscal quarters.
Upon approval of the apportionment schedule by the Bureau of the
Budget, activity allocation la submitted to the Comptroller of the Navy.
Approval of thin allocation completes the required authorization, and funds
are then available to the Commandant for execution of the approved
Ik
programs.
Funds allocated to the Commandant are further allocated to appropria-
tion sponsors, by name. Thus, Brig. Qen. William T. Falrbourn receives the
allocation for "Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps." Legal responsibility for
^Baaed upon evaluation and appreciation of what has transpired at
hearings and from liaison contacts, statements of legislators, and other
Indicators. (Interview with Captain James H. Bolton, Budget Officer, Division




Budget Manual Headquarters Marine Corps, op. clt . t p. 3-2.

3>
of these funds new resides with General Falrbourn, the Director
of Reserves.
Allotment of funds by the Director can now proceed. These allot-
ments are made as follows!
1. Under the head of "Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps"
a) Funds for clothing are allotted to each District
Director and Recruit Depots quarterly, based on
quarterly requests*
citable by any federal disbursing officer*
2* Under the head of "Operations and maintenance, Marine
Corps"
a) Field allotments are based on evaluated requests
received with budget estimates in May* (The
request form, shown la Figure 3, page 23, pro-
vides spaces for quarterly breakdowns) •
b) Headquarters allotment for the payment of central
procurement, training aids, recruiting media, and
s^^*e» ^p^msa^*" e
c) A small open allotment is set up to pay for Trans-
portation of Things*^
All allotments are made on the form shown as Figure ** "Allotment/Buballot-
meat Authorisation (HAYCCMP? Font 372). n This form must bear the signature
of the Director of Reserve before any funds thereunder can be obligated by
The activities which receive these allotments are the operators—"
those who carry out the Marine Corps Reserve programs to maintain a ready-
to-fight reserve* Within the framework thus set, it is now appropriate to
proceed to a discussion of the financial management of these allotted funds*
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Personnel, Marine Corps" Funds
Very early in the fiscal year, the planning sections In the
Division of Reserve are asked to prepare monthly personnel plans for natters
within their purview. Initial work in this preparation Is based upon the
quarterly plans which were generated for the apportionment request* These
quarterly plans are priced-out in detail (by object by project) and estab-
lished on books maintained by the Reserve budgeter.
At this stage, monthly personnel plans are, in fact, the operating
plan for this appropriation. There is this highly important aspect to be
remembered: these monthly plans are based on what is foreseen only—the
originators, theoretically, are not aware of the amount of funds available.
The situation is one which tends to offset the propensity to spend "Just
because the money is there. " Feiree says the same thing, in effect, when he
writes that one of the dangers to budgeting is the failure to reduce costs
17because expenditures are running within budget limits.
In most cases these monthly plans exceed funds available; the
Director then must decide what to cut and from where. It still appears,
however, that this is a healthy atmosphere in which to plan the ^^enditure
of the funds.
A "Monthly Report of Strength and Drill Attendance" is received at
the Division of Reserves from each unit. From each District Director, a
"Monthly Report on Active Duty for Training" is received. These reports,
the titles of which explain their contents, are put into usable form (data
by ranks attending, types of drills and active duty, pay status, and similar
breakdowns) by the planning sections at Headquarters.
16
The Manpower Section, Logistics Section, Training Section, etc.
17
Feiree, "Control by Budget," op. clt.
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In this torn, the budget office detail! prices and computes the
aggregates. The aggregates became, then, an estimation of the obligations
against the "Reserve Personnel" open allotment.
lB
In most instances, the monthly reports are erroneous. There are
generated, therefore, two probable errors: One is In the personnel report
used; the other, In the cost rates applied to them. Cost rates enter the
scene because true rates are not known—historical data generation lags far
behind the need for It.19
The only means of verifying estimated obligations is vlth recorded
expenditures. For Fiscal Year i960 a new expenditure account structure was
Installed which accumulates costs on both program and commodity bases.
Considerable confusion has existed since this innovation, and charging of
costs by field activities has been less than correct, in general. Addition-
ally, the ability of any federal disbursing officer to cite the open allot-
ment makes verification of expenditures extremely difficult. This is com-
pounded by the fact that the documents are scattered throughout the land.
Within the Accounting Branch at Headquarters, there is no true
audit of expenditures. A charge is considered to be a good charge if it
contains a possible combination of expenditure account number, bureau control
number, and activity accounting number. Many erroneous charges can be
passed under this attitude. The only charges audited are those with an
impossible combination of numbers.
10
The preponderance of errors derives from disbursing officers cit-
ing wrong accounts, usually in the writing of orders. Thus, the detailed
pricing indicates an obligation which may not exist, falls to show one
which does exist.
19
In FY 1961, the Accounting Branch has been unable to generate cumu-
lative expenditures listingswithin reasonable periods of time. The last
cumulative listing available to the Division of Reserve was on September 30,
I960* (Bolton, interview, April 3, 1961, op. elt.).
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Thus, the reliability of recorded expenditures Is not as good as
desired; there Is some doubt that comparison of estimated obligations with
recorded expenditures gives valid measurement, in this ease.
20
Couple this situation vith the slowness in generating cumulative
expenditure lists, and the result is a difficult control situation, to say
the least.
Some steps have been taken to correct these weaknesses. Ac educa-
tion process is underway to Instruct all personnel concerned as to the
proper methods of using appropriation citations* She budgeter with the
Division of Rtserves is compiling a list of 'impossible possible" combine*
21
tlons of numbers for the Accounting Branch to use as an aid to auditing
expenditures. But efforts to speed the flow of cumulative listings have
been of little avail. Certainly the Accounting Branch can fcaprove; however,
it is felt that the cumbersome system of accounts prescribed for use by
higher authority is the culprit.
Because of the deficiencies Just discussed and the built-in errors
22.in estimating drill attendance and active duty training, " the monthly plan
and the actual reports soon get out of phase. rJne monthly plan, therefore,
is revised about every two months during the year. As indicated in a pre-
vious paragraph, the plans usually exceed available sums, and the Director
must cut some program. "This is the only way of controlling the
Supra, p. 38«
jBased upon the amount of expenditure being recorded and accounts
numbers and management by exception, for example, a charge for officers*
travel should never exceed a specified msTlwrm for any unit on group
travel (Bolton, interview, April 3* 1961, op. cit.).




appropriation " For the Most part, this correction by cutting has
overapplied, i.e., greater oitta than vara necessary were made. Thia baa re-
sulted in unobligated balances. Sons worthwhile programs must have been
eliminated or out abort in this 'moment of truth" jab at appropriation
The most good for tha money can be obtained, it seems, when defec-
tive personnel reporting is corrected and when defective expenditure account-
ing la cured. Only than can tha resultant estimation of costs be correct.
Improvements are cosing! A fully mechanized pay system is in
effect in the Marine Corps Reserve. As a by-product of this ayeten, monthly
and quarterly reports on Drill Pay, Administrative Duty Bay, Annual Field
Training Fay and Allowances, FICA, and Income Taxes are received* This
equals gross entitlement, and provides actual obligations for these areas.
And these areas occupy about one-half of the ^Reserve Personnel" appropria-
tion* Tight control, it appears, can now be exercised over this half of
the appropriation.
Another Improvement on the horizon is in a mechanized personnel
reporting system. The Commandant has approved a punched card system for
such reporting; reserve pay is already on punched cards, and the monthly
reports from District Directors and units have been redesigned for this
system* Taken alone, however, the punched card system lends nothing to
financial management of the appropriation*
The value of the mechanised system is that it can be used as a source
of information to store la a computer* The natural combination of all of
the data recorded and reported by punched pay cards and personnel reports
^Control only to tits point of not overobUgating the apportionment




could be a computerized "Reserve Personnel" appropriation—budgeting and
financial management.
24
A strong recommendation is resubmitted for integration of the
punched card system and the computer already on hand at Headquarters Marine
Corps. Pay cards and personnel reporting cards must be designed to insure
that they include sufficient data to permit proper programming. This system
would give, through better estimates of units and unit costs, better control
over the remaining half of this appropriation.
Financial Management—"Operations and
Maintenance, Marine Corps" Funds
This is an uncomplicated, albeit a time-consuming project. The
Division of Reserve is required to provide periodic data to the Fiscal
Director to be included in the financial plan for the entire "operations
25
and maintenance" appropriation. As far as possible, initial plans set
forth in the apportionment are adhered to, but adjustments often must be
made as District Directors request funds for new or expanded projects.
'"Operations and maintenance ' provides no problems, except in
Transportation of Things, which, as an open allotment, has the same rela-
26





Budget Manual Headquarters Marine Corps , op. cit ., p. 5-9*
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The first objective of this appraisal of the budget process for the
Marine Corps Reserve is Justification of the existence of such a reserve.
If there were no need for the reserve, then certainly there would be no re-
quirement for a budget for it.
In 1950, the Marine Corps Reserve was mobilized and committed to
battle vith incredible speed. Fortunately, the Korean fracas has been the
only concrete proof of the value of a ready reserve. But that proof, it is
believed, is sufficient to warrant the maintenance of such a force in this
present-day state of International tension. That one event, combined with
the prospect that a similar one might occur at any moment, makes retention
of a reserve force mandatory.
One of the basic tenets of this evaluation is that, if it is vise to
spend public funds for a reserve, that spending ought to be done with wisdom.
The second major objective of this study is to see whether or not that case
prevails—are the funds made available to the Marine Corps to maintain a
reserve being expended wisely?
To set the framework and scope for examination, the organisation and
geographical distribution of the Marine Corps Reserve was described briefly.
Command relationships were discussed, In order for the reader to understand





Budget formulation is the heart of the budget process. In the
third chapter there is a lengthy discussion of this phase of the reserve
budgeting process. The major weakness in this phase was found to he the
Inability to estimate accurately two factors: unit costs of drill attend-
ance, active duty training, and related objects; and the numbers of units
of drill attendance, active duty training, and related objects. The ap-
proach to goal setting is realistic and well done—estimating the costs of
achieving those goals is inaccurate.
Estimates established during the foxwlation stages are the bases
for congressional action to appropriate funds. But appropriation alone is
not sufficient—administrative authority is also required. This authority,
manifested in apportionments, allocations, and allotments, begins the expen-
diture of funds* Since operating plans are needed to guide and control this
expenditure, the Division of Itoserve system of drawing operating plans has
been described. Management of the funds—comparing estimated obligations
against the plan, then taking action to insure that the appropriation is
not overobligated—is a pertinent part of any discussion about budget execu-
tion. Evaluation of the management of funds appropriated to finance the
Marine Corps Deserve has led to this conclusion: areas for Improvement are
too large to permit any feeling of complacency. The men associated with this
sphere of activity within Headquarters recognize the deficiencies that exist.
It is gratifying to note that efforts are being made to erase these weak-
nesses.
Use of computers to formulate and execute the budget is recommended
as the best solution to the problems of estimating funds required and managing
the expenditure of funds appropriated. Perhaps this will be the next major
step to be taken to Improve budgeting here.

kk
All things considered, it nuat be said that the funds appropriated
to recruit, train and maintain the Murine Corps Reserve are being spent with
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